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In athletics obviously the most convenient way to measure yourself is by wins and
losses however as a coach and more importantly a teacher I am more interested in
the growth and maturization of both the team and the individuals on that team.

By the first measure our team went 21 and 5, won a dual meet at UCLA and ASU,
won our 4th Pac 10 team championship in school history, had 3 Pac 10 Champions, 5
All American Honors, 3 Gymnasts named to All Pac 10 Team and 6 All Academic.

Perhaps more memorable and more lasting however, is how this team came
together, worked hard, built trust, and laid the foundation for great things in years to
come.  I speak on behalf of the staff when I say there is no greater feeling than
coming into the gym everyday with a group of kids that want to be there, love the
sport and care about each other.

The struggle we experienced at the Regional hurt both athletes and coaches alike.  I
am certain the sting of that day was so tough because of the joy that we experienced
in what was a wonderful journey this year. I am also certain that the disappointment
we all felt will stoke a fire and ensure that the 2007 edition of SWG will be the
hungriest and toughest Stanford team of all time. With that… the joy that we
experienced this year will be joined with the success we all dream of.

I would like to thank Natalie, Jessica and Glyn—my first recruiting class at Stanford,
for their efforts and the sacrifices they have made over the last four years! You will be
missed.

SWG friends, family and fans, thanks for all of your support! I hope you had a
wonderful summer and I look forward to hearing from you soon!

Go Card!
Kristen Smyth

Coach’s Corner

Stephanie Carter and Tenaya West join SWG in 2006

The number of incoming freshmen to the Stanford women's gymnastics program has
now grown to five with the announcement that Stephanie Carter and Tenaya West
have committed to the nationally-ranked team and will enroll at Stanford in the Fall of
2006.

Carter hails from Sacramento where she is a strong level 10 gymnast and trains at the
Byers Gymnastics Center under Eli and Debbie Rodriguez. Carter was a Junior
Olympic National qualifier in 2005 and is a solid all-around competitor.



Tenaya West
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West is from Davis, California, where she was also an outstanding Level 10
gymnast and trains at the International Gymnastics Centre under Elisabeth
Crandall-Bader. West has been a Junior Olympic National qualifier the last
four years placing 14th in 2006 and is an excellent performer on all four
events.

Stanford head coach Kristen Smyth is impressed with the athletic and
academic resumes that Carter and West bring to the Stanford women's
gymnastics program.

"We are very excited that Stephanie and Tenaya are joining the Stanford
Women's Gymnastics program this fall," according to Smyth. "Both are great
students and talented athletes. I have enjoyed getting to know these
exceptional young women and their families and already feel as if they are a
part of our Stanford family. Both Stephanie and Tenaya have great potential
and are motivated to continue developing as athletes at the college level. We
are fortunate that Stephanie and Tenaya chose Stanford--- they will have an
immediate impact on our program."

West and Carter join three outstanding high school seniors, Allyse Ishino
(Santa Ana, Ca), Carly Janiga (Paradise Valley, Az) and Blair Ryland
(Woodbridge, Va) who signed national letters of intent to attend Stanford in
the fall of 2006.

Carter and West continued

Recent Alums Start Life after Gym
Glyn Sweets, Jessica Louie and Natalie Foley have wasted no time in starting their
life after gymnastics.  The 3 newest SWG alums are all headed towards new heights
both professionally and personally.

On July 8, 2006 Natalie Foley and Trent Weisen (former Cardinal Water Polo player),
were married in Nat’s home state of Colorado.  After honeymooning on Maui the
couple will reside in Palo Alto and begin working for Cardinal Life. Natalie graduated
in June of 2006 with a degree in Human Biology.

Jessica Louie is finding several ways to keep busy this summer.  Jessica is a
Resident Advisor for Stanford housing, she has worked gymnastics camp and soccer
camp, and part time for the Stanford Fund.  In addition to this busy schedule Jessica
has continued her work with BAWSI (Bay Area Women’s Sports initiative). BAWSI
Girls Fitness Teams intend to reverse the trend toward poor health and low self-
esteem among girls by mobilizing women athletes to be living examples of healthy,
inspirational lifestyles, while teaching girls that exercise and sports are paths to
health, hope and wholeness.  Jessica will remain at Stanford this fall to complete her
degree in Human Biology and will be in the gym as an undergraduate assistant
coach for SWG.

Glyn Sweets has ventured to the Midwest this summer for an internship with an
Investment Banking firm in Chicago.  Glyn is helping with special projects and
impressed her supervisors with her ability to adapt and quickly learn the complex
nature of Investment Banking. Glyn will return to Stanford this fall to complete her
degree in English. 
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Over the past several years the parity in NCAA Women’s Gymnastics
has increased to an unprecedented level.  Each year there are new
teams making the Super Six with hopes of becoming the next break-
through team. With two Super Six appearances in the last 5 years,
SWG has been building toward the goal of competing at the highest
level year in and year out with the hope of winning a first NCAA
Championship.

Regular season competitions are becoming an important factor in
preparing the athletes for the rigors of NCAA Team Finals.  With this in
mind Stanford has beefed up their regular season schedule in order to
maximize the exposure to “big meet situations”.

 The 2006 schedule saw Stanford compete against 5 teams that went
on to compete at the 2006 NCAA Championships.  In 2007 the Cardinal
will face 7 teams that participated in the 2006 championships.  Three of
Stanford’s 2007 opponents were Super Six participants and include the
defending National Champion Georgia Gym Dogs!

Within the month of January Stanford will face defending NCAA Champ
Georgia at Georgia, and Pac-10 powerhouses UCLA at UCLA and
Arizona State at Stanford.  The schedule remains difficult in February as
the Card take on NCAA qualifier Oregon State and Super Six participant
Iowa State at home. In late Feb. SWG travels to the Masters Classic to
face a 2006 Super Six competitor, The University of Nebraska..  Not to
be outdone the month of March continues to challenge with meets
against Oklahoma and a rematch with UCLA at Stanford.  March
concludes with the Pac-10 Championships at Arizona State.

There is no doubt that the 2007 schedule is by far the most difficult
schedule in Stanford history.  There is also no doubt that this team is
hungry to face that challenge head on!  With the NCAA limit of 144
official practice days that equals 207,360 minutes of all out effort.  Mark
your calendars, you don’t want to miss out on the show!
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2007 Schedule

Jan. 6 Stanford @ Georgia Away
Jan. 13/14 Stanford @UCLA Away
Jan. 19 ASU @ Stanford Home
Jan. 26 Stanford @ UW Away
Feb 4 Stanford @ CAL Away
Feb 9 OSU, Iowa State Home
                          SJSU @ Stanford 
Feb 16 Stanford @ Arizona Away
Feb 25 Stanford @ Nebraska Away
March 2 OFF              
March 9 Oklahoma @ Stanford Home
March 16 OFF
March 25 UCLA at Stanford Home
March 31 PAC 10 Championships @ASU
April 14 Regionals TBA
April 26-28 NCAA Championships Utah
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Fontaine Langenfeld Wedding Scores a 10.0
On May 15, 2006 former Stanford star Larissa Fontaine married Peter
Langenfeld in a beautiful ceremony in Stanford’s Memorial Church.  The
wedding brought together over 10 years of Stanford Women’s gymnasts,
coaches and administrators.  The Cardinal gymnasts in the photo below
have a combined total of 37 NCAA All-American awards, 31 Academic All-
American honors, 6 NCAA Team appearances, 2 Super Six appearances,
and one NCAA Vault Champion (she’s the one in the white dress!).

Peter and Larissa will reside in Palo Alto.  Larissa will attend Stanford’s
Graduate School of Business this fall and begin work on her MBA.

Back Row L-R: Amy Murakami, Katy Herbert, Anne Thananapovarn, Katie Fitzpatrick, Sarah Harding, Alyssa
Cooper
Middle Row L-R: Stacy Sprando, Heather Purnell, Kelly Fee, Lauren Elmore, Larissa Fontaine, Lise Leveille,
Kristin Jensen, Caroline Fluhrer, Shelly Goldberg, Kelsey Stillinger, Aimee Precourt
Front Row: Liz Tricase, Mandy Delgado, Becky Meldrum, Kendall Beck, Glyn Sweets, Nicole Ourada, Alex
Pintchouk, Jessica Louie,
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